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Casa Ibiza Lux
Region: Cala Llonga Sleeps: 12

Overview
Casa Ibiza Lux truly is luxurious, from its stunning modern architecture to its 
sleek furnishings.

The villa boasts six spacious double bedrooms that are furnished to such a 
quality that you will feel spoiled every time you climb into bed. The bedrooms 
are air-conditioned so that even on the hottest nights, you can still get a good 
night's rest, and each also features an en suite bathroom, enabling the utmost 
privacy for every guest. Should you want some entertainment to help you drift 
off, the bedrooms also include LCD TV's and iPod docks.

The communal living area is also air-conditioned and tastefully decorated with 
artwork sourced from India. Kick back on one of the sofas or armchairs and 
watch something on the TV and include an entertainment system. Use the 
included Wi-Fi to stream your favourites or connect with your friends and life 
back home.

The luxury of Casa Ibiza Lux continues through to the stunning and sleek large 
open plan kitchen. Featuring tones of wood, marble and stainless steel, the 
kitchen comes equipped with double ovens as well as electric and gas hobs, a 
microwave, and coffee machines. Keep some local wine fresh and crisp in the 
wine chiller cabinets, and washing up isn't a worry due to the included 
dishwasher.

If you want to experience the magic of al fresco dining without having to leave, 
make use of the fully equipped outdoor kitchen, which features the same 
equipment as inside as well as grilling facilities. Tuck into fresh local seafood 
and grilled meats on the outdoor dining table.

Holidaymakers can also make use of the fitness area should they wish to, 
which includes some free weights, a bench and a cross-trainer. Use the TV or 
music system to further power your workout. Yogi's will love to stretch with the 
sun on the outdoor yoga platform, with the cool breeze following your 
movements.

Casa Ibiza Lux benefits from two separate outdoor pools on its grounds, so 
guests will be spoilt for choice on where to take a dip. Sun loungers are laid 
out next to both, meaning there are a number of spots on the property to relax 
and make the most of the weather. If swimming isn't on the agenda, guests 
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can relax on the roof terrace, which features seating in the sun and in the 
shade.

Facilities
Wow Factor  •  Instagrammable  •  Recommended  •  Private Pool  •  Beach 
Nearby  •  Ideal for Kids  •  Ideal for Teens  •  Wi-Fi/Internet  •  Air-Con  •  
<1hr to Airport  •  BBQ  •  All Bedrooms En-Suite  •  Ideal for Parties  •  
Satellite TV  •  Heating  •  Fenced Grounds  •  Golf Nearby  •  Tennis Nearby  
•  Outstanding Landscapes  •  Outdoor Pursuit & Activities  •  Tourist Towns & 
Villages  •  Historical Sites
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Interior & Grounds
The Villa

Casa Ibiza Lux is conveniently situated in the Roca Llisa area of the White 
Isle, close to Ibiza Town. It has been lovingly restored and modernised to a 
high standard. There are 6 bedrooms and 6 bathrooms, and it can 
accommodate up to 12 people

Interior
- Six bedrooms with double beds & en-suite bathrooms with walk-in shower
- Large open-plan salon (with Satellite TV)
- Fully equipped kitchen
- Dining area
- Entertainment area, for group gatherings, photo-shoots & corporate 
receptions
- Fitness room with changing facilities, shower & TV/music system
- Private study-room / Office
- Roof terrace with stunning panoramic views
- Access to the patio & pool area

Exterior Grounds
- Two private swimming pools
- Shaded terrace areas
- Large sunbathing areas with luxury sunbeds & parasols
- Outdoor Yoga platform
- Outdoor kitchen
- Large patio & garden area
- Private parking

Additional Facilites
- Wi-Fi connection
- Sky TV
- iPod/iPhone music-dock
- 24h security

Tourist license number: 2014054263
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Location & Local Information
Casa Ibiza Lux is located in Roca Llisa, a slice of luxury in what is said to be 
considered the best urbanization of Ibiza. The villa is just 15 minutes from the 
airport, so it won't be long at all before you're in the stunning walls of Casa 
Ibiza Lux.

A step back from the island's busiest areas in order to create peace and 
tranquillity for your stay, the villa is still only 10 minutes from Ibiza Town and 
other facilities such as restaurants, bars, and activity centres. This means you 
can enjoy both the stunning beauty of the island in peace as well as get a 
taste of the incredible nightlife and atmosphere Ibiza is known for.

Should you wish to seek it out, Ibiza's famous nightlife is abundant on the 
island. Step out and make use of one of the many local bars and clubs whilst 
you sip on cool drinks and dance the night away. Check out Amnesia, just 20 
minutes' drive from the villa, which is just one of Ibiza's internationally 
renowned nightclubs that opened in 1976. VIP reservations at certain clubs 
and restaurants are available upon request.

A stone's throw from the villa is one of the island's beautiful golf courses, Golf 
Ibiza, which has 18 holes for you to try your hand at, whether you're a pro or 
novice. Just 20 minutes from the villa is Marina Santa Eulàlia, where you can 
take part in a number of water sports activities, including a jet ski tour of the 
local dolphin hangouts in the area.

Located close to the property is the Cala Olivera beach, which is a beautiful 
hidden gem known to locals of the island. Quiet and secluded, the beach 
provides the perfect setting to enjoy the sand and sea whilst still experiencing 
the peacefulness of the area. There are also a number of other wonderful 
beaches in the area, including Talamanca, Es Codolar and Cala Jondal, less 
than 20 minutes' drive from the villa.

Local Amenities

Nearest Airport Ibiza Airport
(16km)

Nearest Ferry Port Ibiza Ferry Port
(10km)

Nearest Village Roca Llisa
(3km)

Nearest Town/City Ibiza Town
(10km)
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Nearest Restaurant Amante Ibiza Restaurant
(1km)

Nearest Supermarket Parador Farcasu Mini Mart
(5km)

Nearest Beach Cala Llonga Beach
(2km)

Nearest Golf Ibiza Golf Course
(2km)

Nearest Tennis Ibiza Tennis Club
(10km)
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What you should know…
Each of the spacious en suite bedrooms come with double beds, so no twin beds are available

Hiring a car is recommended to get the most out of the islands many features

The two pools are uncovered, and so very young holidaymakers should be supervised when outside

What Oliver loves…
The stay includes daily room cleaning and maintenance, meaning everything 
is always neat and tidy

The two pools and a number of different hang out spots means lots of room 
and privacy for everyone

Perfectly located in peaceful surroundings but close to amenities, Ibiza Town 
is just 10 minutes away

The two different kitchens are both sleek, modern, and truly make you feel like 
a chef no matter your skill

What you should know…
Each of the spacious en suite bedrooms come with double beds, so no twin beds are available

Hiring a car is recommended to get the most out of the islands many features

The two pools are uncovered, and so very young holidaymakers should be supervised when outside
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Terms & Conditions
- Security deposit: €5,000 paid via bank transfer to the owner before arrival and refunded two weeks after departure, subject to full inspection.

- Arrival time: 4 pm

- Departure time: 10 am

- Energy costs included?: Yes, included in the rental price.

- Heating costs included?: Yes, included in the rental price.

- Linen & towels included?: Yes, included in the rental price.

- Pool towels included?: No.

- End of stay cleaning included?: Yes. However, guests are required to leave the accommodation clean, tidy and in the same condition as on their arrival. Any extra cleaning, laundry, maintenance and/or rubbish disposal 
required will be charged against the security deposit.

- Internet access?: Wi-Fi Internet access included.

- Minimum stay: 7 nights. All other durations on request.

- Changeover day: Saturday.

- Pets welcome?: Not allowed.

- Smoking Allowed?: Smoking & Vaping are not permitted.

- Pool heating charge?: Not available in this property.

- Tax: Balearic Eco Tourist Tax of €2.20 per person per night for over 16's is not included in the rental price and will need to be paid prior arrival via a link direct to the owner.

- Insurance: Guests are required to be in possession of a valid insurance policy, which covers them for cancellations, loss of personal belongings, personal liability and any accidental damage caused during their stay.

- Other Ts and Cs: A non-refundable 50% deposit is required to confirm a booking at this property (or full payment if booking within 12 weeks of departure).


